PLAN-LES-OUATES - GENEVA

_ Industrial
incubator above a
logistics terminal
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_ PROJECT
The latest major project in the Plan-les-Ouates economic
and industrial park, ESPACE TOURBILLON offers usable floor
area of 95,000 sqm designed for industry, crafts, research,
SMEs and services. With its motorway and public transports
links, the site is seen as the ideal entry point to Geneva
with rapid access to both sides of the lake. In 2023, a tram
line will connect the complex to the Léman Express, the
rapid trains network linking the Geneva and Vaud cantons
to France.
The five ESPACE TOURBILLON buildings are served by an
underground logistics terminal that can accommodate
trucks of up to 40 tonnes. Its loading and storage areas
permit the distribution of goods to all buildings on the site.
With a clearance height of 4.5 m, this platform has been
designed to ensure safe and efficient logistics operations.
All upper floors are accessible thanks to freight elevators
with a 4 tonnes payload.
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To achieve a balance between a high quality working
environment and welcoming public spaces, the architects
Brodbeck Roulet conceived buildings that are organised
around a mainly pedestrian central precinct with terraces
and water features.
Local services such as a supermarket, food court and gym
will be located on the ground floor in high arcades with
wide bay windows. With over 500 companies in the Planles-Ouates industrial park, there is a vast range of local
businesses and services.

_ 95,000 sqm

_ Freight elevator with a 4 tonnes

_ 3 parking levels

_ 18,000 sqm storage area

of usable floor area

_ Platforms of around 3,000 sqm
of floor space divisible into
units of 250 sqm

_ Underground logistics terminal
with access for heavy trucks

working capacity

in the logistics terminal

_ Guidance in tenant options
for layout and finishing
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_ ACCESSIBILITY
AND MOBILITY

GENEVA
AIRPORT

LAKE LÉMAN

2

CORNAVIN
STATION

MOTORWAY
A1

Located to the west of Geneva, overlooking the mouth of
the lake, the Plan-les-Ouates industrial park has direct
motorway access. It has the benefit of a dense road
network that provides easy access to the city centre and to
both banks of the Canton of Geneva. Geneva’s international
airport can be reached in just a few minutes by motorway.

TOWN CENTRE

LANCY - PONT-ROUGE
STATION
PAV
FUTURE
TRAMWAY LINE

There is an underground car park reserved for tenants
and visitors. To facilitate access to the buildings there
are separate entrances for private vehicules and to the
logistics terminal.

LEMAN EXPRESS
TRAIN

4/23/42/D

From 2023, the site will be well-served by public transport
with the new tram link from the Lancy-Pont-Rouge station
to Perly. There will be a tram stop right in front of ESPACE
TOURBILLON, opposite the building E.
Some 15 minutes away, the Lancy-Pont-Rouge station
is served by the Léman Express line, with direct trains to
Cornavin, Champel-Hôpital, les Eaux-Vives etc. as well as
two direct services every hour to Nyon and Lausanne and
four from Coppet to Annemasse.

TRAVEL TIMES FROM
ESPACE TOURBILLON
CAR

BUS+
TRAMWAY

TRAIN

BICYCLE

LANCY-PONT-ROUGE

Geneva town centre -

20 min

Geneva town centre -

30 min

Geneva Airport

-

15 min

Carouge

-

15 min

Geneva Airport

-

10 min

Geneva Airport

15 min

Lausanne

-

45 min

Plainpalais

-

20 min

Lausanne

-

1h

Zurich

-

2h45

Zurich

-

3h

Annemasse

-

10 min

New tramway line
in 2022

-
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_ LOGISTICS
TERMINAL

Unique in Geneva, this straight-line underground hub is
designed to receive trucks of up to 40 tonnes. It provides
access to a storage area of 18,000 sqm, from which goods
can be distributed to all five buildings. All upper floors are
accessible via a freight elevator with a 4 tonnes working
capacity. With a clearance height of over 4.5 m, this platform
has been designed to ensure safe and efficient logistics
operations.
By creating a dedicated underground goods transport facility, ESPACE TOURBILLON avoids loading bay bottlenecks,
meaning valuable time-saving for users. With an entrance to
the east and an exit to the west of the site, the 200 m long
tunnel can accommodate several trucks at once.

LOGISTICS
TERMINAL

FREIGHT ELEVATOR
WITH A 4 tons

18,000 SQM
STORAGE AREA

WITH ACCESS FOR HEAVY TRUCKS

WORKING CAPACITY

IN THE LOGISTICS TERMINAL
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_ PUBLIC AREAS
ESPACE TOURBILLON will include shops, restaurants and
services that complement the sports and leisure activities
offered by the Plan-les-Ouates municipality. A cash machine
and mailbox service will be located on the central esplanade.
A supermarket is also planned in the centre of the site and
many other services are available a few minutes away: dry
cleaning, pharmacy, florist, post office, etc.
To ensure the well-being and encourage the creativity of
users of ESPACE TOURBILLON, spaces will be dedicated
to relaxation and leisure: yoga classes, fitness classes,
climbing wall or gym.

Regional development
Plan-les-Ouates houses prestigious companies in the
industrial, timepiece and luxury sectors. Situated between
the city and the countryside, the municipality is a location
that boasts many retail businesses alongside sports and
leisure facilities.
The northern part of Plan-les-Ouates is changing completely.
In addition to the extension to the Lancy-Pont-Rouge tram
line to Perly, the new Cherpines neighbourhood is under
development.
As of 2023, this area of 58 hectares will accommodate 1,000
housing units and 1,300 jobs (3,000 housing units and 2,500
jobs by 2035), a school and a nursery. Sports and cultural
facilities will be provided in an extension to the Cherpines
sports complex.

SUPERMARKET

RESTAURANTS

SPORT AND LEISURE
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_ RENTAL
SPACES
With floor areas of approximately 3,000 sqm divisible into
lots of 250 sqm and a storage space in the basement
of 18,000  sqm, ESPACE TOURBILLON offers very modular
premises at competitive prices. Medical laboratory,
architecture office, distribution of medical equipment,
sports club, restorer, manufacturer of electronic systems
or measuring instruments, electrician, etc. All business
sectors will find functional premises for the development
of their businesses in a modern and attractive environment.
With a clearance height of 4.11 m, the ground floor is
particularly suited for industrial use. A high-capacity freight
elevator connects every floor with the logistics terminal.
The top floors of the buildings have access to a terrace
offering a panoramic view on the Lake Geneva Area. With a
high energy performance rating and an area heating system,
the buildings are equipped with opening windows to improve
tenants’ comfort.
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_ DATES
Construction began in June 2017 and all the buildings will
be built in one stage. Buildings A and B are completed as
2020. Soon thereafter buildings C and D will be delivered
turn-key to a Foundation and the construction will be
finished according to their specifications. Building E, sold
in April 2021, is expected to be completed in 2022. As to the
logistics terminal and parking areas, they will be completed
simultaneously along with the first buildings.
The new tram line connecting the Lancy-Pont-Rouge
station to Perly will be in service in 2023. ESPACE TOURBILLON
will be 10 minutes away from this station which welcomes
the Léman Express with trains to Geneva, Lausanne or
Annemasse.

SUMMER 2017

2019

2020

2022

START OF CONSTRUCTION

LÉMAN EXPRESS

BUILDINGS A + B

BUILDING E
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_ ACTORS

_ Swiss Prime site
Swiss Prime Site is the leader among
Swiss listed real estate companies
(SIX Swiss Exchange). Its portfolio,
estimated at CHF 12 billion, comprises
ver y high value proper ties in
prestigious locations. Active in real
estate investment and development,
the group covers a wide range of
services and sectors via its Wincasa
and Jelmoli subsidiaries.
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_ COMMERCIALISATION

_ Implenia
Swiss leader in construction and
construction services, Implenia also
occupies a strong position on the
infrastructure markets in Germany,
Austria and Scandinavia. Implenia
can rely on the know-how of its highly
specialised sector and regional expert
teams. Its integrated business model
and specialists in every construction
discipline enable the Group to provide
customers with comprehensive,
economical and responsive support
at every point in the life cycle of their
building projects.

_ SPGI Geneva SA
As the Swiss leader in commercial
property, with offices in Geneva,
Lausanne, Zurich and Basel, SPGI Geneva
SA provides its services to investors,
tenants, landlords and developers. It
leverages its experience and network
to uncover real market opportunities
and successfully handles close on 300
missions for its customers every single
year in Switzerland and abroad. Within
SPGI Geneva SA a team of specialists
in corporate and industrial premises
will assist you during your relocation
project.
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_ Disclaimer
Although the information contained in the brochure has been
carefully defined, neither the companies of the Swiss Prime
Site Immobilien group nor its employees can guarantee the
accuracy, completeness and timeliness of the information
it contains.

WWW.ESPACETOURBILLON.CH

Swiss Prime Site Immobilien SA
Rue du Rhône 54
1204 Genève		
info@sps.swiss
www.sps.swiss

